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T-34 Racing will take 
place on the first Sunday 

of every month.
Wind or no wind...

Meeting Minutes    Called to Order @ 11am Jan 13th, 2019 Members 17 and no guests.
Flying Site:  Looking good ,weeds are starting to pop up. City lease process will be started again 
soon. Bob Hurley will be testing out materials to fill the cracks.
Membership: Current Member ship is at 15 with 4 lifetime and 4 officers. total 23 paid to date
Safety: AMA communications has said that the FAA aircraft registry will go until Dec 
2020 . Another payment will be required. Failsafe setup is required and whatever settings 
the transmitter has will be put into the reciever memory. A daily range check should be 
accomplished.
Events: T-34 Feb 3rd Meeting Feb 10th.March Fun Fly. T-34 upgrades or an unlimited class of 
racing with T-34’s
Old Business: None
New Business: Monty Welch will be purchasing some tarps to act as wind blocks for the 
overhang.
Toilet Seat Award:  None
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Hello fellow pilots, we finally 
have gotten a race in and 
it was great except for the 
fact we had too few helpers. 
Couldn’t reraly w many laps 
were done but had a great 
time anyways. Steve, George 
and myself , 1,2 3.Don coked 
the hot dogs and Sid brought 
some potato salad and I 
furnished some Macaroni 
salad. Tom G. decided to 
make things interesting and 
went a little to close to the 
ground. By the time we had 
our club meeting he had it 

all fixed and flying again. 

At the club meeting not too 
much going on, still waiting 
for our insurance rider and 
the field needs to be mowed 
once again. Still a little soggy 
in places.so be careful as 
some spots of the runway is 
wet. Use some WD40 on our 
wheels to keep things going 
straight. Weather has gotten 
better and warmer so I hope 

to see you at the field.

Richard Hartwig
VVRC President



Meeting Minutes   
 Called to Order @ 11am February 10th  12 Members and no guests.
Flying Site:  The city is going forward with our lease. Remember to use good judgment on 
noise control for our neighbors. We’ll mow as we can. The cracks will be filled in June.
Membership: Current Member ship is at 34with 4 lifetime and 4 officers. 
Safety: While flying a figure 8 course. Beware of the parking lot or helicopter pad.
Events:  
Old Business: T-34 purchase Discount at battery and bulbs if you mention JohnWhite 
during checkout(his phone #)
New Business: None
Toilet Seat Award: None
Show and Tell: None

Meeting Minutes   
 Called to Order @ 11am March 10th  10 Members and no guests.
Flying Site:  Recently mowed. watch out for the puddle on the runway. 
Membership: Current Member ship is at 34 with 4 lifetime and 4 officers.
Safety: Faa is now requiring your registration # to be on the outside of the aircraft.
Events: First week of April will be the WDA Jet fly. We had a good turn out for the last race 
However we lost one plane during the races. April meeting and races to be held on the 14th.
Old Business: none
New Business: 12 hard Hats to replace the existing set and a storage box.
Toilet Seat Award: 
 Show and Tell: 
Cash Raffle: 

Secretaries’ Spin
Well I  know you all have been waiting paitiently by your Email box for this long awaited newsletter. 
As have I been long in the process of publishing one. For our next meeting I will bring a plane out 
that has been on my workbench just about the same time as I started this newsletter.  (well not 
really) I’ve had the Engine for 2 years and the plane for just about as long. It’s something new like 
powered by Gasoline...new to me looking forward to seeing it fly. No real new items to report our 
club has stabilized at 34 members and maybe on or two will rejoin I mean pay the dues...
Events coming up will be May for a Fun fly and June an open house.
Our club lost one of it’s trainers during a training session. It landed right in the middle of a deep puddle. 
made a great big splash...Richard is going to make a T-34 into a trainer for the club to replace the Avistar

Thanks   Oren Redsun
at64me@gmail.com

OREN 



VVRC Safety Notes
As a reminder from our Christmas party:

AMA reminded us, that on December 12th 2017 congress reinstated drone 
registration for all unmanned aircraft weighing between .55 pounds and 55 

pounds.
Many of us have received our registration number before this December 12th 
2017 date and we expected that the time to renew was coming soon. However, 
due to this ruling and the US court of appeals, those who obtained a registration 
before the December 12th date will have the registration date extended to 

December 12th 2020.
If you are uncertain about having a valid FAA registration number, you can 
access your account at “faadronezone.faa.gov”. This site will allow you to view 

your FAA registration number and expiration date.
Fly away safety notes.

Failsafe setup
It is suggested you try trimming your aircraft to circle down and land in the 
best way possible. Experiment with various trim angles to achieve the slowest 
rate of decent and minimum bank angle with the power setting at idle or off.  
This hopefully will result in minimum damage to your craft or damage to other 

property. 
Duplicate these settings into your bind failsafe setup. If you experience radio 

failure, you can expect the best outcome as a result of your efforts.
Range test is recommended for every day you fly your craft. This is a good habit 
to get into. If nothing more you will know what you can eliminate as a cause for 

a fly away.
Antenna placement is best at least 3” from main to satellite to receiver and 
oriented ninety degrees to each other. Always check battery levels and cables.

Happy flying. Safety is no accident.



The Benefit of Observation
The hobby of R C sport flying not without its many attractions. 
Occasionally I will find myself driving past the flying field with 
an eye to the sky. (Note here; one eye only. The other eye on 
the road.) Seeing the field gate open, I have been known to 
show up without anything to fly. It is enjoyable to watch and 
learn about the many things that pose a challenge to those who 

fly RC.
Sharing the many stories about our sport while watching the 
next pilot, in turn, go flying is always fun and at times a learning 
experience. Watching a flying wing fail to get airborne because 
of improper center of gravity is always a lesson for center of 

gravity location.
In case you are wondering where we are going with this…. Well 
the key is to always keep your eyes on the flight operations. It 
is always a panic when someone yells out “Heads Up” and you 
think heads up? Where? Then a plane comes crashing nearby. 
Number one you didn’t get to see what lead up to the crash to 
say nothing of the crash itself. The real benefit of observing is to 
side step any craft coming your way. I’m sorry to say, our sport 

does occasionally have a crash or two.
You may occasionally see a plane go in followed by a transmitter 
go for a one-way flight. All in all, the sport can only survive by 
operating in a safe manner. Do your part with an eye cast toward 

the airborne operations. This just makes good safety sense. 
Safety February 2019 Don Prosser



March Safety By Don Prosser
Well it has finally happened. Big brother no longer trusts you to fly about 
sporting your registration number anywhere but on the outside of your aircraft. 
The rationale behind all of this is not to put agents lives at risk having to look 
for the registration number anywhere but on the outside of your craft. Perhaps 
the folks who govern us think that all of our sport aircraft are nothing but flying 
bombs. Nothing could be further from the truth in the world of sports flying.

Just a word to the wise, sidestep any possible confrontation with the feds by 
complying with the edict that you shall have your registration fixed to the 

Exterior of your aircraft.

By far the greatest hazard in our sport is getting one’s digits entwined in a 
spinning propeller. Some photos to reinforce the idea. Be safe out there.....

.....dp
Editors Note: Beware gruesome content below.



Motor mounts and firewalls can be more difficult to check when hidden under 
a cowl, but these should be checked often for trouble. Engine vibrations alone 

often create stresses that lead to catastrophic failure.
One major key to starting safety is the surrounding environment and starts with 
using a solid airplane restraint. Having an assistant hold the airplane does work 
and is better than nothing. However, one injury story I read was caused by 
an assistant that accidentally moved the plane just as the person starting was 
carefully reaching near the spinning prop. If you do us an assistant be sure he/
she has a clear understanding what their role is and what your intentions are 
before you start the engine. Trying to give commands over a noisy engine can 
easily result in miscommunication which often leads to an accident or a close 

call.
To start a plane, whether it’s by hand or with an electric starter it is best to 
position your body to one side of the propeller but out of the propeller arc. This 
is the best position that will keep your body in a zone where it is less likely to be 
hit by anything flying off the prop or anything going forward such as the engine 

departing the fuselage.
It is my hope modelers know that when priming the engine the glow plug driver 
should be removed or ignition turned off. Stubborn engines have been known 
to come to life and take a modeler by surprise when they were “simply rotating 

a prop to prime the carb”.
Make sure there is no loose clothing or items hanging from you, like a transmitter 
neck strap, which can contact the prop. The ultimate key is to develop a safe 
routine for starting. One school of thought is that any time a routine is interrupted 

even slightly, the probability of something bad happening goes way up. 

Points to ponder when starting your airplane
Complacency raises its ugly head and with that comes danger.

Bear in mind a lot of force is being exhibited on the propeller when it is spinning. 
So even the slightest nick or irregularity can make it come apart even at low 
RPM’s. Don’t attempt to fly a prop with any issue. Even if you do manage to 
avoid injury, the high probability of damage to the engine and airframe just 

doesn’t make running a questionable propeller a worthwhile gamble.



  Woodland Davis (WDA) and outlying club calendar    
    
MAY 3-5  WDA Lake Minden Float Fly       
MAY 9-11  WDA Heli Scale Masters       
 
MAY 18-19  WDA Pylon Race        
JUNE 28-30  WDA Wings of Victory       
OCT 4-6         Lake Minden Float Fly       
MAY 12-19       AMOS Float Fly  (Camp Far West)     
MAY 23-27  Castle Giant Scale Fly-in      
 
JUNE 15  AMOS Warbird Event        
AUG 10  AMOS Electric Fun Fly        
AUG 17  AMOS Presidents Fun Fly       
 
AUG 17     Warbirds over LIVERMORE      
SEPT 20-22  AMOS Jet Event        
SEPT 20-22  LAKE McSwain Float Fly      
 
OCT 12  AMOS Giant Scale Event       
 
          

I firmly agree with the belief that anytime you get interrupted during the starting 
procedure, go back to the beginning and retrace the start check list.

I once saw a pilot lifting and turning his running aircraft from the starting bench 
only to narrowly miss another person walking by. The best safety tip; Act with 
forethought. Think about what you will be doing. Look for what could go wrong.
Safety April 2019                                                                                                                             
….dp


